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Federal Segregation and the Gold Star Pilgrimages ists and activists in 1930. For many African Americans, it was "the crowning insult"-a particularly unforgivable breach to add to the litany of grievances that had accumulated under the Hoover administration. Supported by the Chicago Defender and other leading black newspapers, the naacp launched a campaign to pressure the government to reverse its decision to segregate the women; when that failed, it contacted all eligible black women and urged them to boycott the program. Approximately twenty-five women canceled their reservations and never made the pilgrimage. In the end, however, 279 mothers and widows joined one of six all-black groups that traveled during the spring and summer of 1930 through 1933. Like the white pilgrims, these women spent two weeks in Europe, shepherded through itineraries that included not only visits to the American cemeteries but also sightseeing and shopping expeditions, luncheons at elegant restaurants, and entertainment by famous African American expatriates. Upon returning to the United States, many disputed the negative coverage of the pilgrimages in the black press and urged other eligible women to participate. 2 This article provides the first in-depth analysis of the all-black gold star mother and widow pilgrimages and the protests they inspired. The story is rife with paradox: even as the government segregated the black pilgrims, it recognized their civic contributions as war mothers and widows in an unprecedented and lavish manner. This jarring contradiction stemmed from competing notions of citizenship and American identity embedded in the program. Drawing on the ideal of martial citizenship, which linked the rights of citizenship to military service, the government presented each individual pilgrimage as a survivor's benefit, granted in recognition of the pilgrim's indirect contributions to the war effort. Collectively, however, the pilgrimages were also a series of very public commemorative acts centered on the iconic image of the all-American war mother. This patriotic iconography derived its power, in part, from its ability to communicate a vision of the United States as a homogenous, white nation. Integrated pilgrimages not only threatened to alienate whites-particularly white southerners-but also to compromise the program's effectiveness as a nationalist gesture. In the end, the logic of martial citizenship prevailed only to a limited extent; it seems that no one publicly argued that the African American mothers and widows should be denied this unique government benefit. By manifesting the tension between visions of the nation communicated by officially sanctioned commemorations and monuments and the more inclusive message about national belonging signaled by the distribution of 2 "The Crowning Insult," Chicago Defender, July 10, 1930, p. A2. The government identified each of the pilgrimages groups by a letter. The first African American group, Party L, departed in July 1930 and included fiftyfour women, followed in August 1930 by Party Q, with forty women. In May 1931 thirty-eight women sailed in Party E, and in July of that year thirty-four women made the pilgrimage in Party K. Thirty-seven pilgrims traveled in Party C in June 1932, while a final group of pilgrims, also labeled Party C, made the journey in July 1933. Of the 305 women who made a reservation at some point during the four-year program, a total of 26 (or 8.5%) canceled and never rescheduled, but some of these cancellations may have been due to the poor health of the traveler. Information on reservations and subsequent cancellations is from a database we created to compare different documents for each of the six pilgrimages: passenger lists, letters and rsvp cards from individual gold star mothers, and ship manifests. From this we were able to cull lists of those women who canceled and those who rescheduled and eventually made the trip.
Federal Segregation and the Gold Star Pilgrimages
That the U.S. War Department's order appeared in line with the increasing-and increasingly undisguised-nationalization of Jim Crow practices also contributed to the intensity of the activists' response. Commentators repeatedly emphasized that the federal government had issued the order to segregate the pilgrims, and that a Republican president failed to countermand it. Untrustworthy allies to be sure, these entities had nonetheless offered a modicum of hope to African Americans who wanted both equal rights and a sense of national belonging. Yet in the 1920s and 1930s African Americans witnessed a constriction of the already-narrow spaces they had managed to carve out for themselves in the U.S. military, the civil service, and the Republican party. If a Republican president was willing to condone the segregation of war mothers and widows, of all people-and do so in a federal program designed to draw international attention-surely there was no stopping Jim Crow's inexorable spread. 5 Most importantly, this little-known and compelling story allows us to glimpse the myriad ways a group of so-called ordinary black women responded to an extraordinary circumstance that forced them to weigh powerful appeals to racial solidarity against deeply felt personal commitments and desires. Because the pilgrimage program created an anomalous situation in which both leading African American men and War Department officials depended on the decisions of poor black women to attain their objectives, it generated an archive that allows access to the voices of actors whose thoughts and feelings rarely appear in historical records. Many of the women strongly objected to segregation, but those who sailed declined to act as self-denying race mothers or widows. Instead, they signaled their independence from black leaders by laying claim to an unusual survivors' benefit and the opportunity for international travel it afforded. Employing a discourse of respectability typically associated with the black elite, they defended their participation by emphasizing the fine accommodations and courteous treatment they enjoyed throughout the pilgrimages, despite segregation.
The Hoover administration, hoping to appease disgruntled black voters and avert international censure, went to surprising lengths to ensure that the women returned home satisfied. It did so in part by enlisting the services of Col. Benjamin Davis, then the highest-ranking officer in the U.S. Army, along with African American civil servants and other black personnel. The presence and actions of these individuals, who shouldered much of the responsibility for the pilgrimages' day-to-day operations, make it difficult to speak of "the government's" stance toward black gold star mothers and widows. By segregating the 5 Practices of racial segregation increased in the North during the 1920s, especially in cities that had experienced a large influx of black migrants. In addition, a sharp rise in segregated schools and housing occurred, and numerous shops, restaurants, and theaters adopted a whites only policy. Thomas J. Sugrue, Sweet Land of Liberty: The Forgotten Struggle for Civil Rights in the North (New York, 2008), esp. 6. In the 1880s and 1890s, as southern states imposed Jim Crow laws, the federal government had "moved in the opposite direction, at least as regards its own employees." Between 1883 and 1913, the number of black civil service employees grew from about 600 to 12000-a total that included several hundred white-collar workers. women, the War Department powerfully reasserted white supremacy. Yet by assigning African Americans much of the responsibility for the pilgrimages' day-to-day operations, the department inadvertently created an arena in which these officials could respectfully honor women of their race while drawing international attention to African Americans' wartime sacrifices and continued oppression.
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These complexities and contradictions were not, however, what most African Americans would remember about the pilgrimages. "Remember our Gold Star Mothers" became an effective rallying cry for Democratic politicians seeking to draw African Americans away from the Republican party. The segregation of the pilgrims was by no means the main cause of this shift; the Democrats managed to attract black voters, despite the party's dismal track record on race, because the New Deal delivered a modicum of economic relief and because key figures in the Roosevelt administration vocally supported civil rights. If Democrats succeeded in pulling black voters toward them, though, Republicans also effectively pushed them away with a series of widely reported actions (and nonactions) that thoroughly disgusted African Americans and set the stage for their defection. Of these, the decision to segregate the gold star mothers was widely perceived as the lowest of blows. Quick to capitalize on what one black Republican judged the "worst boner" contributing to Herbert Hoover's "ever increasing unpopularity" among African Americans, Democratic politicians and operatives began claiming that the bereaved women had not only been segregated but had also been forced to cross the Atlantic on cattle ships. This incendiary rumor, which soon acquired the hard sheen of fact, eclipsed the voices of the pilgrims even as it conveyed larger truths about the gendered forms of humiliation that black women and men endured under the shadow of Jim Crow.
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Race, Gender, and Martial Citizenship during and after World War I
The controversy over the gold star pilgrimages was a conflict about both rights and representation-a conflict that in many ways reprised debates that had played out during World War I. It spoke to what the black pilgrims were owed as bereaved women who relinquished their sons and husbands, presumably for the greater good of the nation. And it spoke to how black women should figure in patriotic and national iconography. The answers to these questions hinged on the extent to which the ideal of martial citizenship, with its promise of rewards for the soldier and his family, could be marshaled to challenge racial and gender ideologies and exclusions. During the war, most military officers had insisted that black men should not-indeed, could not-serve as combat soldiers. In contrast, most (though by no means all) race leaders pushed hard to secure black men's "right" to shoulder the same duties as their white counterparts, in hopes that they would then finally reap the rewards of full citizenship. In July 1918, W. E. B. Du Bois famously urged African Americans to "forget our special grievances and close our ranks shoulder to shoulder with our white fellow citizens." In the end, however, the approximately two hundred thousand African Americans who served overseas did not fight alongside white soldiers. Although some distinguished themselves in combat, including the men of the muchdecorated U.S. 369th Infantry Regiment, which fought under French command, the vast majority of black soldiers (almost 90 percent) were assigned to segregated stevedore and labor units where they faced appalling conditions and treatment. Indeed, it was mainly black troops who performed the "gruesome, repulsive, and unhealthful" job of exhuming and reinterring bodies in the cemeteries now deemed pilgrimage sites. 8 Black commentators frequently portrayed the segregation of the gold star mothers and widows as part of a much longer history in which African American soldiers and veterans had consistently faced ill-treatment, disrespect, or worse. Incensed by the government's "spiteful plan," Roy Wilkins of the Kansas City Call demanded, "Who can forget . . . the 369th Buffaloes-strutting up famous Fifth Avenue, citations streaming from its snapping colors?" Frank A. Young of the Chicago Defender recalled not only the feats of the fighting units but also the labor of "the boys who worked like Trojans" in service companies and battalions. Critics of the segregated pilgrimages also pointed to the ill-treatment and marginalization of African American men in the modern military. They particularly protested the reassignments of the legendary U.S. 9th Cavalry and 10th Cavalry Regiments-two of the four original all-black units formed after the Civil War-and complained that soldiers in these units were being forced to perform service work. To many observers, it appeared that the U.S. Army was well on its way to purging African Americans from its ranks entirely: by 1930 black troops numbered a mere 2,974-just 2.5 percent of the total force. Yet while commentators readily connected the segregation of the gold star mothers to black soldiers' past and present status, they rarely if ever mentioned a parallel set of controversies that bore on black women's social and symbolic place within the polity. For instance, they did not recall how the Armed Forces Nurses Corps had refused to accept black women during the war, nor did they revisit the bitter struggles surrounding black war wives' access to federally dispensed allotments during the war, which southern whites had vehemently opposed because they afforded such women greater economic autonomy and bargaining power. Likewise, no one seems to have connected the issue to the notorious "work or fight" ordinances enacted by southern states during the war to force black men and women to perform menial labor-a matter of major concern to the naacp during the war. Finally, commentators did not connect the pilgrims' segregation to a controversy that had erupted in 1924, when the United Daughters of the Confederacy attempted to erect a monument on the National Mall in Washington, D.C., to the faithful "mammy" of the antebellum South, who selflessly showered love on her white charges. (Heated protest from black clubwomen and the naacp helped stymie the plan.) In other words, although black women had consistently demanded recognition as wives and mothers, resisting whites' attempts to reduce them to domestic employees, such struggles did not influence and were not referenced in published commentary on the pilgrimages.
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The nearly decades-long campaign to establish a pilgrimage program played out amid these conflicts over African Americans' place within national iconography and over their claims to equal status as American soldiers and veterans, war wives and mothers. National war mothers associations headed the lobbying effort for the government-funded pilgrimages, drawing support from veterans' organizations, including the powerful American Legion. First organized on a local level, war mothers eventually coalesced into two main national associations: the American War Mothers and the American Gold Star Mothers. The former, open to any mother with a son who had served in the war, included a small number of African American and Native American members. The latter, comprising women whose sons had perished in the war, admitted white women only. Both associations perpetuated the long-enduring ideal of the republican mother, whose willingness to surrender her soldier-son constituted the ultimate display of civic virtue. Though ostensibly nonpartisan, they advocated military preparedness and consistently aligned with the forces of antiradicalism.
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Yet the identity of "war mother" could also carry different political implications depending on who claimed its mantle. When black women presented themselves as American war 413 Federal Segregation and the Gold Star Pilgrimages mothers, they asserted a civic identity (American citizen) and a gendered status (respectable lady) from which they had historically been excluded. On rare occasions, this allowed them to challenge or defy Jim Crow conventions. For instance, when the Illinois resident Laura Leake, one of only two black women to attend the 1931 National War Mothers conference, arrived at the convention hotel in Nashville, Tennessee, the taxi driver and bellhop served her deferentially. "Of course I know they weren't so pleased at rendering me this service," she told the Chicago Defender, "but I was pleased to know that they HAD to recognize me as a war mother." Cognizant of how conceptions of martial citizenship could sometimes be leveraged to challenge discrimination, many race leaders urged eligible women to join war mothers' associations or to form their own groups, just as they encouraged black veterans to be active in the American Legion. Likewise, most black newspapers welcomed the pilgrimage program as "a magnanimous gesture on the part of the government." The first ship, the Chicago Defender declared, should carry "a large number of dark women."
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Initially no one seemed to note that the law had been worded so as to grant the secretary of war the latitude to impose segregation. The War Department quietly signaled its intent to segregate the women in a bureaucratic document published in January 1930; a single sentence made clear that, whereas all other pilgrims would be grouped as citizens residing in particular states, African American women would be grouped as members of a separate race. Mothers and widows whose sons and husbands had been identified as "colored," "black," or "African" on their draft cards were also thus designated, while all the other women became "white" by default. The latter group included at least one woman who listed a home address in Puerto Rico, as well as an elderly Winnebago Indian who spoke no English. Virtually every white group also included at least a few resident aliens, not to mention naturalized immigrants. (In 1930 alone, the government arranged for translators in Finnish, French, Italian, Hebrew, German, Russian, Polish, Greek, Spanish, Lithuanian, Ukrainian, and Slovak.) In fact, the African American parties were, ironically, the only ones comprising almost entirely English-speaking, native-born U.S. citizens-a distinction not lost on the women themselves. Speaking to the Jamaican American journalist Joel Augustus Rogers, women in the first black party asserted that they were "the most truly American group," since all the preceding parties had included foreigners who "respond to the impulses of their own lands rather than to America." Such sentiments notwithstanding, the pilgrims' segregation made clear that race had trumped formal citizenship status. Precedent offered little reason to expect that the pilgrimages would be conducted in any other manner; after all, the women's sons and husbands had served in segregated units. Yet many commentators appeared genuinely stunned that the federal government would stoop so low as to apply Jim Crow laws to gold star mothers. After all, the mothers and widows had been invited to partake in the pilgrimages as guests of a presumably grateful nation: the program was supposed to honor participants, not insult them. Moreover, unlike black soldiers, the mostly poor and often-aged women did not evoke intense fear among white Americans who hoped to preserve the racial order. Because of their relative powerlessness, the weight of their loss, and the unique character of the federally funded program, segregation in this instance struck many commentators, both black and white, as particularly unconscionable. The resulting outrage would spur a serious but ultimately unsuccessful campaign to pressure the War Department and President Hoover to reverse the policy.
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Protesting the Segregated Pilgrimages
When civil rights leaders and journalists caught wind of the government's intent to segregate the pilgrims in February 1930, they moved quickly to oppose the plan. Over the next six months black newspapers ran hundreds of articles on the pilgrimage program, and countless individuals wrote letters, signed petitions, and, in at least one instance, gathered to demonstrate against the government's policy. But such factors as gender, class, region, and political affiliation influenced how African Americans viewed the issue and how they prioritized it. The pilgrimage episode thus clarifies lines of difference among African Americans in the years immediately prior to the New Deal era. At the same time, it shows how gendered and emotionally charged notions of honor, loyalty, virtue, and respectability served as a common language across the political spectrum, employed to justify or promote widely divergent positions. 15 Although communists also protested the pilgrims' segregation, the voices that dominated were those of men from northern or midwestern regions who were associated with the naacp and leading black newspapers. Well educated, well traveled, and relatively affluent, if not outright wealthy, their ranks included naacp secretary Walter White; the newspaper editors Robert S. Abbott, Robert L. Vann, and Roy Wilkins; Illinois representative Oscar DePriest (then the sole African American serving in the U.S. Congress); and the successful Pennsylvania businessman John Mott Drew. Some of these men had ties to the Republican party. Nearly all had been skeptical, if not hostile, toward Marcus Garvey's United Negro Improvement Association (unia), which in the 1920s attracted large numbers of working-class and poor rural blacks with its message of Pan-Africanism, self-determination, and racial separatism. Unlike Garveyites-or black communists, for that matter-these men believed that the most promising path 415 Federal Segregation and the Gold Star Pilgrimages for African Americans, politically speaking, was to insist on their status as U.S. citizens. 16 The protests and boycotts they organized do not fit neatly into the "long civil rights movement" paradigm that locates the origins of the modern civil rights movement in the 1930s, with the forging of a new coalition of "laborites, civil rights activists, progressive New Dealers, and black and white radicals." Unfolding just prior to this flourishing of cross-racial alliances and class-inflected politics, the campaign against segregated pilgrimages was instead emblematic of an older tradition in which comparatively well-situated African Americans targeted the federal government for redress, demanding that it enforce the Reconstruction-era amendments that promised blacks equal rights and protections. These activists focused on discrimination and segregation in the civil service and the military, the appointment of racial reactionaries to high office, and the ways African Americans were or were not visually represented by the state in everything from national monuments to official White House photographs. Unlike more radical attempts to forge transnational ties across the African diaspora, such efforts were nation-based initiatives that aimed to garner publicity and exert pressure on (and ultimately sway) those in power. 17 In the case of the pilgrimages, the first order of business was to compel the government to own up to its plan. This proved no easy task. In March 1930 the director of the pilgrimage program, Gen. J. L. DeWitt, tried to skirt the matter when questioned by the naacp. "The composition of groups," he wrote, had been "determined after the most careful consideration of the interests of the pilgrims themselves. No discrimination whatever will be made as between the various groups." For his part, President Hoover refused to address the matter, referring all questioners to the War Department. Not until mid-April, just weeks before the first group of white pilgrims sailed, did the War Department explicitly state: "Groups of Colored mothers and widows will be formed." The sentence's passive voice and lack of an agent spoke volumes. Crow Ships!" At the same time, the naacp and John Mott Drew began contacting all black women who intended to participate, informing them of the government's plan and imploring them to boycott the pilgrimages unless the War Department reversed its plan. By late May fifty-five women had signed a letter drafted by naacp officials in which they pledged to refuse the trip rather than submit to segregation. "Twelve years after the Armistice, the high principles of 1918 seem to have been forgotten," it read. "We who gave and who are colored are insulted by the implication that we are not fit persons to travel with other bereaved ones." The issue preoccupied African American journalists and civil rights leaders throughout the spring and summer and emerged as a "chief topic" of discussion at the naacp annual convention in early July.
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The boycott's advocates insisted that the women had a personal and political duty to refuse to bow to segregation. In advancing their argument, they invoked the ideal of the "race mother," who melded womanly selflessness with racial militancy, expressing both through her fierce devotion to her husband, children, and community. This maternal ideal resonated with the long-standing model of the stoic republican mother but with a crucial twist: because of the U.S. government's treachery, the race mother owed her loyalty not to the state or the nation but to her son and her people. The woman who refused the government's demeaning terms affirmed her loved one's right to be properly honored as an American hero, whereas she who accepted the terms evinced a shameful failure of both political and maternal courage. As the Chicago Defender urged, "Mothers, don't shame those boys further by going to visit their graves on Jim Crow ships!"
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At the same time, male activists and commentators interpreted the government's act as an affront to black manhood in general. By segregating the women, the government failed to properly honor them as particularly deserving citizens, but it also refused to acknowledge their respectability as women-an act that demanded redress by black men. "It is about the most caddish, ungentlemanly and unchivalrous thing any men could do to women," wrote a Baltimore Afro-American reader who urged a forceful response. "For if men won't strike back at insults to their women, they soon will have nothing else to strike back for or to strike with." Matthew W. Bullock, who had worked closely with black troops as a Young Men's Christian Association (ymca) secretary during the war, concurred. "I am sure you will agree with me when I say that we would be less than men if we allowed this insult to pass unchallenged," he wrote to the Chicago Defender. Thus, by refusing to place themselves in the hands of a racist state, outside of black male protection, the mothers and widows who boycotted the program not only respected the memory of their sons and husbands but also upheld the dignity of black manhood writ large. National Notes, carried an editorial by a member who urged, "Not a mother of you should go. You have sacrificed your sons. You can sacrifice the trip!" That same month, a Michigan clubwoman inquired as to whether the association was "doing anything" to oppose the government's policy and reported that her local group was "anxious" to assist, "and how!" But these sentiments among the rank and file did not translate into significant activity on the part of the national organization. At its annual meeting in July (which happened to take place during the week that the first black pilgrims sailed for Europe), the nacw did respond to an urgent telegram from naacp secretary Walter White by issuing a statement condemning segregation and praising those women who boycotted the pilgrimage. Yet there is little evidence that the nacw or any other women's organization played a significant role in generating popular pressure to compel the government to reverse its decision. The clubwoman Addie W. Hunton, a well-known naacp field secretary who had worked with the ymca during the war to provide services to black troops in France, even volunteered to accompany the pilgrims overseas. Though her offer was rebuffed, another prominent clubwoman, the physician Sara Winfred Brown, traveled with the first party as a hostess.
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Most clubwomen were wives and mothers, and they may well have felt a gender-based sympathy for the gold star mothers and widows who were prepared to endure segregation to visit their loved ones' graves. Even so, their leaders' apparent reluctance to become involved seems largely attributable to their ties to the Republican party. In the 1920s many leading clubwomen had aligned themselves with the Republican party not only because of its historical associations with the antislavery movement but also, as the historian Lisa Materson has shown, because of its stance on moral and cultural issues such as Prohibition. For a select group of black women, these alliances translated into new leadership opportunities and public recognition. This gender-inflected partisanship helps explain why Terrell and Burroughs defended the conduct of the pilgrimage program during the 1932 election season. Dismissing "the so-called segregation of Gold Star Mothers," Terrell (truthfully) argued, "The mothers of those gallant black soldiers . . . themselves will bear testimony that they were accorded every courtesy," before (falsely) claiming, "They were given the same accommodations that the white mothers received." Similarly, after conducting her own investigation and interviewing a number of pilgrims, Burroughs wrote an exculpatory article that claimed the women did not lack for "comfort" or "courtesy" and "were most happy and appreciative of the trip." Even Bethune-who had served on the committee that drafted the nacw statement condemning the segregated pilgrimages, and who would later become the most powerful African American woman in President Roosevelt's administration-apparently refrained from becoming further involved in the protests. Here again, political affiliation probably played a role: Bethune served on the Board of Counselors of the Women's Division of the Republican National Committee and remained active in Republican party politics through the 1932 election. 24 Finally, leading clubwomen's distance from the pilgrimages may have reflected discomfort with criticism that male commentators directed at the pilgrims, which at times descended into scapegoating and mother blaming. The Chicago Defender assumed a particularly unforgiving stance. When Party L disembarked in New York City, the newspaper printed the pilgrims' names and hometowns on its front page, prefaced with the stinging rebuke: "Their Sons Died for Segregation." The paper even singled out specific individuals, as in the following photograph caption: "Had these four [pilgrims] come from the rural districts of Georgia, Alabama, or Florida where opportunities of education had been denied them all their lives there might be some excuse. But from New York with all the freedom there can be none these four can offer. . . . The mothers haven't the courage and the pride that . . . carried their sons so nobly to their graves." In fact, census data reveal that none of the four women had actually grown up in New York, and their occupational histories suggest that none had enjoyed extensive educational opportunities. Thus, even as the Chicago Defender acknowledged that a woman's regional and educational background might inform her decision, it misrepresented-and cruelly attacked-these particular working-class women. Yet the paper refrained from criticizing comparatively affluent men such as Colonel Davis and the black civil servants who helped run the segregated pilgrimages. In contrast, black communists-most notably, Cyril Briggs-vehemently condemned the "Negro petty bourgeoisie" for abetting the government's "campaign of insult and degradation" against the "mothers of victims of the last imperialist war." The Liberator, the organ of the American Negro Labor Congress (anlc), lambasted Colonel Davis in particular, charging that he lacked the "manhood" to refuse "the dirty job assigned him by the government." Communists objected to the entire idea of government-funded pilgrimages to European gravesites for war mothers and widows, viewing the program as an attempt to "'whoop it up' for another imperialist war by making it seem glorious to die for capitalism." Yet in hopes of attracting new African American recruits, they downplayed this more fundamental opposition and focused instead on the issue of segregation. During a ceremony at city hall to welcome the first African American party to New York City, anlc representatives staged a protest outside, at which they carried placards and distributed literature condemning "the segregation of the Gold Star mothers by the United States Government." 26 And what of the women who found themselves at the center of the controversy? The majority concluded that, in this instance, the cost of taking a stand against segregation was simply too high a price to pay. For some, the choice was clear. the very last African American party. In her company was Carrie Brown of Eatonton, Georgia, who in 1930 had written to Drew, "Its enough to go there to see the last of my son with a weeping heart then the segregation combined is dreadful. As Mr. Patrick Henry said: 'Give me Liberty or give me death.'" Before traveling to Europe, Brown had twice made and then canceled a reservation. Indeed, the fact that the final group was by far the largest of the black parties is surely telling; other women, too, may have agonized over the decision for years, yielding to the government's terms only at the last possible moment. 
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Approximately twenty to twenty-five women never yielded. Despite "an intense desire to visit the grave of my beloved husband," the Philadelphian Mabel Johnson informed the War Department that she would "not be a party to this conspiracy against the dead." Grace F. Taylor, a seamstress from Cambridge, Massachusetts, was similarly emphatic. She took umbrage upon receiving a letter from a gold star widow who had already made the pilgrimage and implored Taylor to reconsider. "I wish to say right here that I need no urging from anyone pertaining to making the pilgrimage to France, as my mind was completely settled when I cancelled my invitation last summer," she sharply replied. "I am a Massachusetts born woman and my parents before me and I strongly resent any such stand as the United States government has taken. I feel they have grossly insulted our race and that they can never make amends." 28 To stalwarts such as Johnson and Taylor, the boycott must have seemed like an unambiguous failure. Yet if it fell far short of its goal, the campaign nonetheless had significant ramifications. Alarmed by the political fallout and already anticipating a difficult election in 1932, the Hoover administration made clear to those running the program that the black pilgrims should be given no further cause for complaint. Explaining the "very delicate situation" they faced, Major General DeWitt asked Col. Richard T. Ellis, who oversaw the program in France, to ensure that the women were treated with "the utmost care and circumspection while in Europe." Ellis pledged to "bend backward in our efforts to do even more for them than the white pilgrims, if such a thing is possible." In the end, the War Department did not live up to its threadbare promise that "there will be segregation but not discrimination." But it came closer than any prior experience involving state-sanctioned segregation would have led one to expect.
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"Wonderfully Cared for in Every Way": The Pilgrims' Experiences
Lora Lee Cannon of Athens, Alabama, knew she wanted to make the pilgrimage from the moment she learned of the program. She also hoped to bring her fourteen-year-old son, who had been just an infant when his father died at the front. "We both do want to go so very bad," she wrote to the War Department. As in all such cases, officials replied that relatives could accompany pilgrims only at their own expense. Disappointed, Cannon still intended to make the journey until she learned that the pilgrimages would be segregated. In May 1930 she canceled her reservation and sent two letters of protest to Washington, D.C. She declined again the following year. However, when she changed her mind and made the pilgrimage in 1932, it proved to be a decision she would not regret. "There isn't words to express my gratitude to you for the most wonderful trip you have given me to Europe," she wrote upon her return. "I was wonderfully cared for in every way. . . . I've enjoyed every minute I was on the trip and wish I could express how much I appreciate this valueable gift witch will be a Life Time remembrance. I had everything [my] heart could wish: I can only say I thank you." 30 How did the War Department manage to win over so many of the black pilgrims, including some who adamantly opposed segregation? Accounts of the pilgrimages that initially appeared in the black press provide little explanation. Journalists repeatedly pointed to disparities in accommodations and transportation, focusing especially on the types of ships that transported the women. In 1930 the much larger white parties sailed on toptier ocean liners while the African American parties traveled on second-tier vessels originally built to transport freight but refitted to accommodate passengers. Differences in lodging also drew scrutiny. In Manhattan, the white women stayed in some of the city's most exclusive hotels, whereas the black women were housed at the Harlem Young Women's Christian Association (ywca) and smaller black-owned hotels. And in Paris, the hotel where the black parties stayed during 1930 was farther removed from the city center than the hotels where the white women stayed. 31 Nevertheless, many pilgrims disputed the notion that they had been subjected to substandard service and accommodations. In 1931 Florence Della Cochrane thanked the War Department for a "wonderful" trip, noting that she and her group had enjoyed "all the best comforts of life." Rosa Cook of Philadelphia, who traveled in 1932, also expressed appreciation for the "wonderful time," emphasizing that the women had been "treated real nice and had good service and a nice place to stay." That same year, sixteen pilgrims signed a letter in which they attested, "We had the very best care[.] everything was did for our comfort and pleasure." Even if readers view these letters with great skepticism, assuming they had been solicited by government officials, other evidence suggests that the women's testimony should not be dismissed. In 1930 Lucy Johnson of Pittsburgh told J. A. Rogers, an ardent foe of segregation and racism who served in France as a foreign correspondent throughout the pilgrimages, "Uncle Sam is doing his best for us. Why, I had a private French maid all to myself on the ship. Nothing more could be done for us unless they presented us with a sack of gold." Reporting on the final party to sail in 1933, Rogers described the women as "100 per cent satisfied with the treatment they received" from American officials and their French hosts. However "justified" the protests against segregated pilgrimages, he conceded that "there is no cause for complaint on this side of the Atlantic." 32 A closer look at the pilgrims' experiences helps explain why they returned with such glowing reports. The Hoover administration clearly had its own reasons for attempting to appease African Americans and for attempting to conceal the true nature of segregation, which drew critical commentary in the French press. It is unlikely, however, that the pilgrimage directors could have fulfilled this mission so well without the assistance 423 Federal Segregation and the Gold Star Pilgrimages of Colonel Davis, who oversaw the parties on their Atlantic voyages, and the African American civil servants, nurses, and hostesses who contributed much to the pilgrimages' day-to-day operations. Three long-term civil servants employed by the Quartermaster Corps-Robert T. Browne, Archibald Runner, and William H. Lewis Jr.-played especially critical roles. Operating out of an office at the Harlem ywca, these men oversaw all stateside logistical issues from the time the pilgrims left their homes until the moment they returned. Their official reports, which detail extensive efforts to meet the women's material and emotional needs, suggest that they were determined to take advantage of the unusual circumstances the pilgrimages presented to ensure that, for once, the government did right by its African American citizens. They saw that proper suitcases were purchased for women who arrived without them; they had broken eyeglasses and worn shoes repaired and arranged for women with acute medical conditions to receive proper care, paid for with government funds. And all the while, they sought to make the womenmost of whom had little experience with long-distance travel-feel at ease. For instance, Runner noted that the pilgrims in one of the 1931 parties appeared "more or less timid" upon first arriving in New York City and exhibited "considerable . . . embarrassment." The nurses' solicitousness eventually assured them they were among "kindly disposed and sympathetic friends." Soon, they cast aside their "reserve" and fell into "discussing the welfare of the children left at home, arrangements made to take care of the farm, its livestock," and "how sons and daughters had made special trips to bid them adieu." By the time they sailed, the party had become "a jubilant group, apparently as much at home as at a local church meeting."
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It is impossible to read these bureaucratic yet sometimes quite moving documents without reflecting on what the pilgrimages meant not only to the women but also to the African Americans who helped conduct them. As white-collar federal workers, Browne, Runner, and Lewis held better-paying and more secure jobs than the vast majority of African Americans; the latter two owned their homes and sent their children to college. Yet they had almost certainly been affected by the spread of segregation and the foreclosing of opportunities that had previously allowed a small number of talented African Americans to advance within the civil service. Moreover, they carried the burden of being representatives of a state that seemed intent on excluding and oppressing those of their race. In view of this larger context, certain passages in their reports leap out as particularly poignant. "To sum up the apparent feeling of the pilgrims," Runner reported in reference to a party that sailed in 1931, "they were accorded treatment and accommodations far beyond anything they had dreamed of. As one of them stated it, they return home with a view that their sacrifices of sons and husbands was for their country." 34 The contradictions inherent in a program that segregated yet sought to honor its beneficiaries-and one that enlisted white-collar African American officials while attempting to enforce a color line designed to restrict blacks to menial positions-are most clearly evident in officials' notes regarding the pilgrims' railway travel in the United States. While segregating the women on their transatlantic voyages, pilgrimage officials also attempted-albeit less publicly and successfully-to enforce a temporary and highly selective loosening of segregation's strictures on the nation's railways. All pilgrims scheduled to arrive in New York City by train received first-class Pullman tickets in the mail, but in the South most train companies would not admit black passengers to Pullman sleeping cars. As a result, conflict over segregation played out on a case-by-case basis, as southern Federal Segregation and the Gold Star Pilgrimages railway employees apparently debated whether to honor the tickets. Did the woman's sacrifices entitle her, in this one instance, to be recognized and treated as an American war mother rather than a black woman? On this question, there was apparently was no consensus. Queried by the pilgrim officials upon their arrival in New York City, the women "in most instances" testified that "exceptional and unusual courtesies" had been "freely given." But there were notable exceptions. One pilgrim was ejected from her Pullman car when her train stopped at a small town in Georgia, only to be transferred back upon reaching Atlanta. Another woman, who boarded a train in Greenwood, South Carolina, was not properly seated until a new crew took over in Monroe, South Carolina. Other women did not even attempt to use their Pullman tickets until they had crossed the Mason-Dixon line.
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Pilgrims of Party K traveling by train from Cherbourg to Paris on June 7, 1931. That the women are sitting in an elegant car specially designated for gold star pilgrims, while being attended by white servers, illustrates how the pilgrimage program at times unwittingly challenged American racial norms, even as it reinforced white supremacy. Ironically, in the United States, pilgrimage officials attempted to ensure that train companies honored black pilgrims' first-class Pullman tickets to and from New York, even as they enforced segregation by sending the black women in separate parties. However, in a number of cases, railroad personnel in southern states refused the federal government's orders to seat black women in the cars to which their tickets entitled them. Courtesy National Archives, College Park, Md., photo no. 92-GS-2-186.
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The pilgrims did not face such dilemmas in Europe. When the first group arrived in Paris at the Gare des Invalides, they were "wildly greeted" by a large and enthusiastic crowd. The jazz musician and World War I veteran Noble Sissle-who during the war had helped James Reese form his famous 369th regimental band in Europe-had arranged to have his orchestra outside the station to welcome the women. Ada "Brick Top" Smith and other prominent black performers also turned out, as did hundreds of Parisians. "Paris Fetes War Mothers," a headline in the Baltimore Afro-American boasted, "France Seeks to Make Up for U.S. Jim Crow." "I know how they are treated in America, and I have tried to treat them better than anyone who has come to this hotel," explained the proprietor of the Hotel Imperator, where the women stayed in Paris. "I want to show them that France appreciates all that the colored Americans have done for her." Needless to say, the pilgrims were deeply grateful for the efforts made on their behalf. Rosetta James, who spoke with the Chicago Defender in 1932, had "high praise for the treatment accorded Race mothers by the French people and officials" and wished only that "America was half as fair." Like their white counterparts, the pilgrims stayed in Europe a full two weeks, shepherded through detailed itineraries that included sightseeing and shopping excursions, as well as trips to the battlefields and cemeteries. After their arrival, they spent several days in Paris and the surrounding area visiting popular tourist destinations such as the Louvre, Versailles, Fontainbleau, Napoleon's Tomb, and the Sacré-Coeur, before breaking into smaller groups and departing for the cemeteries. Following their pilgrimages to the gravesites, the women returned to Paris for several more days. One evening, Brick Top and other black entertainers staged a special show for them at their hotel. On another night, they dined at Morgan's Chicago Inn, a well-known American restaurant run by a former Pullman dining car steward. "If any Gold Star Mother had reason to feel resentful of the jim crow treatment given her by the War Department," Rogers wrote in reference to the first party, "she must have forgotten it before she sailed back from this port Sunday." Given their treatment in Paris, it is hardly surprising that many black gold star mothers voiced enthusiasm and gratitude upon returning home. A few women, concerned that other gold star mothers might miss out on the opportunity of a lifetime, launched their own countercampaign by writing to black newspapers and to eligible women who had yet to make a reservation. Pilgrimage officials facilitated these efforts by providing the women with rosters of names and addresses. Willie D. Rush wrote ninety-four letters and accepted invitations to speak at numerous black churches in Atlanta and nearby towns. "Most of these gatherings had heard or read horrible tales of how we were treated, and were anxious to hear from me," she reported to Colonel Ellis. "Their ignorance and mistrust is amazing." Officials noted the positive impact of these efforts; according to Runner, many of the women who sailed in Party E in 1931 had been "deterred" by negative press coverage until they received letters "telling of the wonderful experiences of the previous groups." 38 Though the pilgrims' voices remained largely overshadowed in the black press, the majority of critics eventually softened their tone, most likely in response to the women's almost uniformly positive reports. While continuing to support the boycott, after 1930, the Chicago Defender no longer harshly condemned the pilgrims as traitors to the race but instead depicted them as victims forced to suffer indignities to satisfy their maternal longings. In this instance, however, the majority of the mothers and widows did not view themselves as victims. Contesting their representation in the black press, they sought to reframe the issue, not by defending the government's policy but by emphasizing the excellent service and care they had been shown-themes to which they returned again and again. For women so often denied "the little courtesies . . . that make traveling a pleasure," the larger political significance of such treatment was clear. By insisting that they had been treated like ladies-that their status as particularly deserving citizens had been recognized and honored in essentially the same gendered manner as their white counterparts-the mothers and widows emphatically repudiated charges that they had "set back the race." If the pilgrims treasured personal memories of sumptuous meals and solicitous French maids, most African Americans would remember the gold star pilgrimages in altogether different terms. Because the mothers' experiences in Europe fell so far outside the norm and because no level of service could atone for the decision to impose segregation, Democratic politicians and commentators had little trouble convincing black audiences that the mothers and widows had been horribly treated. Specifically, they charged that the women had been forced to cross the Atlantic in the most abject of conditions-as passengers on cattle ships. Dirty, smelly, and devoid of creature comforts, cattle ships were understood to be masculine spaces wholly unfit for women-429 Federal Segregation and the Gold Star Pilgrimages not unlike smoking cars on trains, to which black women, much to their dismay, were frequently consigned. 40 The first references to "cattle boats" that surfaced in the black press were not literal, but rather aimed to lend opinion pieces rhetorical punch. A July 1930 editorial in the Kansas City Call, "Why Not on a Cattle Boat?" sarcastically concluded: "The brilliant tactician of the war department . . . narrowly missed a master stroke. He might have sent them over in a cattle boat and saved a few dollars more." But such references quickly morphed into direct assertions, resulting in a widely shared belief that the black women had actually been consigned to cattle ships. As one Mississippi resident noted in response to a political questionnaire, " [a] ccording to all reports," the women had traveled "in a cattle ship." 41 The rumor probably originated with, and was definitely stoked by, Democratic politicians and operatives who recognized how deep emotions ran when it came to the gold star mothers and widows. The prominent black Democrat and former New York City alderman James C. Thomas made the assertion as early as October 1930. By 1932, Republicans on the campaign trail discovered that the rumor had spread far and wide. Denouncing the charge as "pure campaign bunk," an exasperated Nannie Burroughs complained, "Negroes who are yelling themselves hoarse about the 'Gold Star Mothers in Cattle-Boats' (though they were not in them) are urging us to vote for the party that is always responsible for every Jim Crow law on our Statute Books. What consistency!" In California, by then the sixth most populous state and a key political battleground, the rumor created a headache for Republicans that registered at the highest echelons of Hoover's re-election campaign. In April 1932, mining magnate and longtime Hoover confidante Mark Requa, then directing Hoover's re-election effort in the western states, contacted the White House to request "any facts relative to Gold Star Mothers being sent to Europe in cattle ship." A few months later, when Congressman DePriest traveled to the state to drum up black votes, disgruntled black voters grilled him on the issue. "What about our Gold Star Mothers?" cried a heckler in Los Angeles. "Have you forgotten that Mr. Hoover sent them to France on cattle ships?" 43 Democratic candidates and activists continued to propagate the cattle boat rumor in at least two subsequent election cycles. In 1934 Arthur Wergs Mitchell successfully challenged DePriest for his congressional seat, becoming the first African American Democrat to serve in the U.S. Congress. During the 1934 campaign, and in a subsequent contest between the two men in 1936, Mitchell made much of the cattle boat rumor, going so far as to circulate a scurrilous cartoon that portrays DePriest declining to intervene as the black pilgrims stand aboard a ship, directly above a deck packed with cattle. "Don't yo' see they are load'n our Gold Star Mothers in a cattle ship? Can't yo' speak?" asks an onlooker. But the congressman remains silent, prompting a woman to complain, "What good is he if he don' know what to say? -No good." 44 The same cartoon surfaced on a political handbill distributed in 1936 by the veterans' division of the Democratic National Campaign Committee in California. At first glance, this may seem surprising, since the image references politicians from a distant congressional district. As the sole black congressman during their respective terms, however, DePriest and Mitchell were viewed as national representatives of their race and party; thus, to rail against DePriest was also to denounce the Republicans' dismal track record on race. A caption on the handbill drove the point home, describing the Republicans' mistreatment of the pilgrims as haunting the Republican party, just as the ghost of Banquo had haunted Macbeth. "Did any one of our great Republicans from the President on down yield to the cry of humiliation, of discrimination and ingratitude that at that time filled the very atmosphere? No. . . . Is it not time to ask questions and look at the record?" Clearly, political operatives believed that outrage over the notion of pilgrims in cattle boats could be reignited to political effect, even a full six years after the initial protests surrounding the pilgrimage program, and three years after its conclusion. 45 Partisanship aside, the cattle boat rumor could never have sunk such deep roots had it not rung true to its intended audience. Even if the charge was demonstrably false, it nonetheless accurately captured a larger truth concerning the gendered forms of humiliation and racial persecution that blacks routinely experienced under the shadow of Jim Crow. The rumor's power derived from its ability to evoke major injustices that African American men and women had endured in recent and distant times. Because the pilgrims represented not only themselves but also their fallen husbands and sons, the federal government's ill-treatment of them immediately recalled the injustices meted out to black soldiers during World War I. The vision of black women packed onto cattle boats as black men stood helplessly by also summoned other memories and emotions: women's feelings of outrage and humiliation when denied proper respect; men's feelings of fury and powerlessness when they could neither prevent nor avenge the wrongs their women suffered. Finally, the image resonated so strongly because it evoked the specter of the horrific slave ships that had once transported African Americans' ancestors, like so much livestock, across the Atlantic Ocean. Rarely has a single image packed such a powerful punch. 46 In the end, despite the government's belated efforts to appease African Americans by treating the pilgrims royally, the constructed memory of the pilgrimages that emerged Federal Segregation and the Gold Star Pilgrimages amid partisan strife overwhelmed the women's testimony. Pushed by political operatives, the cattle boat narrative gained credibility simply because, given African Americans' past and present experiences, it was credible. That the women's personal accounts were so strikingly at odds with this narrative underscores how anomalous their experience of state-sanctioned Jim Crow had been-so exceptional as to be, quite literally, unbelievable. Going back to the days of Reconstruction, the Negro in the South had always felt, no matter what his local status might be, that he was a citizen of the United States. This feeling was manifest especially when such a Negro entered a federal building. There he felt that he was on some portion, at least, of the ground of common citizenship; that he left the most galling limitations on the outside. This, in reality, was only little more than a feeling; but, at that, it was worth something. The only place in the South where a Negro could pretend to a share in the common rights of citizenship was under the roof of a federal building. 47 Tarnished as it was, this patina of freedom helps explain the appearance of phrases such as "our Great Government" in letters that African American war mothers and widows sent to Washington. It also helps explain the views of sixty-six-year-old Lavinia Grant, a black pilgrim born soon after the Civil War on South Carolina's Sullivan Island, previously the port of disembarkation for over 40 percent of all slaves transported to British North America. In 1933 a Baltimore Afro-American reporter tracked down Grant in Washington, D.C., where she had moved a few years earlier, and found her living in a house almost bare of furniture and caring for her once-enslaved and now-aged and blind mother. Yet despite her straitened circumstances, Grant was glad to be living in the nation's capital. She and her second husband managed to get by on funds disbursed by the federal government-her "little pension" (presumably from her son's wartime service) and the money he earned working for the Federal Emergency Relief Administration. Appreciative of this modest relief, she also pointed to the ways in which her encounters with federal officials differed from her interactions with whites in South Carolina. "When I left Charleston, I remembered that the white women there called me Lavinia," she explained. "But the letter that the Government wrote me said 'Mrs. Grant.' When I went down to
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